HanitaFirst
Professional Installation
Program
Because the process of installing window film can be an intersection
of art and science, the process of installing window film properly
involves the calibration of all SolarZone and SafetyZone installers
to the same criteria of installation processes and visual quality.
Accredited
Whether SolarZone or SafetyZone,
Professionals
Accreditation by Hanita Coatings illustrates the care with which your
installer approaches his or her craft.

Smart and
Savvy

Even with a thorough process of Accreditation, occasionally installers
encounter unanticipated hurdles. With each Accredited installer having
lengthy hands-on experience and a manufacturing management
support team averaging over 20 years in the window film industry,
SolarZone and SafetyZone customers benefit from well-over 100
collective years experience and thousands of installations.
Therefore, you receive “smart and savvy” solutions to these hurdles
rather than “fear and frustration”.

Clean and
Convenient

Union and
Davis-Bacon

In addition to taking into account the windows upon which the film is
installed and the area surrounding the windows for obstacles and/
or impediments, the Accredited SolarZone and SafetyZone installer
realizes he or she is ‘borrowing’ the space from another person while
performing the installation.
As such, whether a school, hospital, office, or other building type,
our Accredited installers work cleanly and conveniently to minimize
disruption to tenants, students, and patients.
For certain customers, geographies, or industries, the ability to work
within labor or trade organizational requirements and/or prescribed,
regulated prevailing wage structures will mean the difference between
a successful installation and a stalled, troubled, incomplete installation.
Our experienced manufacturing management support team and
Accredited installers are prepared to meet these requirements as we
have done for many projects before.
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